Name :

Homographs
Homographs are words that are identical in spelling, but different in
meaning and origin. They slightly differ in pronunciation too.
Example: The store will

at 9 p.m. (shut)

close

Sandra was sitting

close

to the window. (near)

Fill in each blank with a homograph that best fits in.

bark, tears, park, saw, bear
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4) I usually
5) Ms. Sue

6) My neighbor's dogs
7) Lumberjacks use a

8) The mere sight of a grizzly
9) We like going to the
10)

at all passers-by.
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to chop trees.
was terrifying.
for relaxation.

rolled down Eric's cheeks, when he hurt his foot.
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Answer key

Name :

Homographs
Homographs are words that are identical in spelling, but different in
meaning and origin. They slightly differ in pronunciation too.
Example: The store will

at 9 p.m. (shut)

close

Sandra was sitting

close

to the window. (near)

Fill in each blank with a homograph that best fits in.

bark, tears, park, saw, bear

PREVIEW

1) Daniel's injury was too painful for him to
2) The

bark

bear
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3) Charles

tears

4) I usually

park
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6) My neighbor's dogs
7) Lumberjacks use a

bark
saw

8) The mere sight of a grizzly
9) We like going to the
10)

Tears

at all passers-by.
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park

to chop trees.
bear

was terrifying.

for relaxation.

rolled down Eric's cheeks, when he hurt his foot.
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